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1. IN~~DucTI~N 
Let Sx denote the Suzuki’s sporadic simple group of order 44834597600 
and t, an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz. Then, 
C, = C&to) is an extension of an extra-special group of order 2’ by the 
group p&(4,3). In PI, a characterization of Sx was given in terms of the 
group C,, . In this paper, we show in fact that there are precisely two non- 
isomorphic faithful extensions of an extra-special group of order 2’ byPS,(4,3). 
One of them, of course, is isomorphic to C, , and the other is denoted through- 
out this paper by C, (see Lemma 2.6). It is of interest to determine whether 
there is a simple group G with an involution t such that Co(t) = C, . To 
this end, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G be aJinite group that possesses an involution t such that 
the centralizer CG(t) of t in G is isomorphic to the group C, . Then, G = 
O(G)&(t), where O(G) denotes the largest normal subgroup of odd order in G. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem, Lemma 2.6, and [6, Main 
Theorem], is the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a$nitegroup in which O(G) = Z(G) = 1. Suppose 
that Gpossesses an involution z such that C = Co(z) has the following properties: 
*The research of this author was supported in part by NSF Grant GP29002 
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(i) O,(C) is an extra-special group of order 27; 
(ii) C/O,(C) -N PS,(4, 3); and 
(iii) C,(O,(C)) = Cc(O,(C)) = <z). 
Then, G is isomorphic to Suzuhi’s group Sz. 
Throughout this paper, the symbols Z,, , E,n, A, , and S, denote a cyclic 
group of order n, an elementary group of order p”, the alternating group on n 
letters, and the symmetric group on n letters, respectively. Further, if A and 3 
are groups, then A * B denotes an extension of a group A by a group B. The 
other notation is standard (see [2]). 
In Section 2, it is shown that there are precisely two nonisomorphic 
faithful extensions C,, and Cr of an extra-special group of order 2’ by PS,(4,3); 
and in Section 3, the differences and similarities of these two groups C, and 
C, are discussed. Theorem A is proved in Section 4. 
2. EXTENSIONS OF AN EXTRA-SPECIAL GROUP OF ORDER 27 BY PS,(4,3) 
We first note a few properties of the group PS,(4,3). 
LEMMA 2.1. The Schur multiplier of thegroup PS,(4, 3) is of order 2. 
Proof. This fact can be found in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that a group X, isomorphic to PS,(4,3), acts non- 
trivialZy on a vector space V of dimension 7 over GF(2). Then, X acts completely 
reducibly on V. 
Proof. The only nontrivial permutation representation of X on a set Q 
with / Q / < 32 is a representation on 27 points. Thus, X has no nontrivial 
GF(2) representation of dimension less than 6. It follows that the composition 
factors of V are a one-dimensional and a six-dimensional space. Taking the 
dual module if necessary, we may assume that there exists a nonzero vector 
vi E V fixed by X. Let x be the set of all hyperplanes of I’ disjoint 
from cul . Then, [ x ( = 2s, and since the group has no transitive representation 
on 64 points, we have that x has a fixed point under X and hence, the lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X N PS,(4,3) act on an abelian group M with M0 C M 
centralized by X and M/M, an elementary abelian group of order 26. Then, 
M = M0 x MI , where MI is an X-invariant elementary abelian subgroup of M 
of order 26. 
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Proof. Use Lemma 2.2 and induct on 1 M /. 
Throughout the rest of this section, K will denote a group that is the central 
product of 3 quaternion groups of order 8 and A = Aut(K). It is known that 
A is an extension of an elementary abelian group of order 2’j by the orthogonal 
group O,-(2). Further, the commutator group A’ is perfect and A’/O,(A’) N 
PS,(4, 3). Let E denote the covering group of A’ and 2 = Z(E). Our aim is 
to determine the structure of E. 
LEMMA 2.4. The group Z = Z(E) is elementary of order 4. 
Proof. It is clear from Lemma 2.1 that the group 2 = Z(E) is a 2-group. 
Let Kr = O,(E) so that 2 C Kr . Since E acts trivially on .Z(K,)/Z(E), we 
have Z(K,) = Z(E) = Z. Also, K,’ C Z. Now, consider the abelian group 
KJK,‘. Since K,/Z(K,) is an elementary abelian group of order 26, we have 
by Lemma 2.3 that K,/K,’ = Z(K,)/Kr’ x L/K,‘, where L/K,’ is an ele- 
mentary abelian group of order 26 normal in E/K,‘. I f  R is any subgroup of 
K,’ with [K,’ : R] = 2, then L/R is isomorphic to the central product of 3 
quaternion groups of order 8. Since E/K, N PS,(4, 3) is transitive on all 
noncentral involutions in L/R and also transitive on the elements of order 4 
in L/R (see Lemma 3.1), we have that K,’ has a unique subgroup of index 2 
and hence, K,’ is cyclic. Since KJZ is elementary abelian, it follows that 
1 K,’ 1 = 2. Further, the group (E/K,‘)/(L/K,‘) is a covering group of PS,(4,3) 
and so 1 Z(K,)/K,’ 1 < 2. Hence, KJK, is elementary and @(K,) = K,‘. 
Since / K,’ 1 = 2, we have I Z 1 = I Z(K,)/ < 4. We use here and frequently 
later, the fact that if M N . 0, Conway’s 24-dimensional group, then there is an 
element m in M of order 3 such that C,(m)/(m) is isomorphic to a covering 
group of Suzuki’s (indeed a central extension of Za by Sz, see [5]). Further, 
there exists an involution -ra in C,(m) such that C,((m, T&)/(m) is a perfect 
central extension of a group of order 4 by A’. Hence, 1 Z(K,)I = 4 and the 
group E N CM((m, r,,))/(m). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Thompson [7]). Let T be a perfect group with Z, and Z, 
subgroups of Z(T) such that T/Z,, N T/Z, . Then, there exists an outer auto- 
morphism 01 of T such that .Zoa = 2, . 
LEMMA 2.6. There exist precisely two nonisomorphic perfect groups C, and 
C, that are faithful extensions of an extra-special group of order 27 by the group 
qJ(4,3). 
Proof. It is easy to see that any such group T, say, must be a quotient of E. 
Since PS,(4, 3) has an outer automorphism group of order 2, it follows that 
1 Out(E)/ < 2. We consider again the group MN .O and take the elements m 
and 7s as in Lemma 2.4. Then, C,((m, 7s)) = (m> x D, where D ru E. We 
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can choose notation such that the four-group Z(D) = (T, 7s) with O,(D)’ = 
<T> and D/(77& is isomorphic to the centralizer of a central involution of 
Suzuki’s group Sz. We also know that the involution 7~~ is not conjugate in 
M to either 7 or 70 , and that there exists an element h in N,(m) - C,(m) 
such that X acts nontrivially on D, but centralizing Z(D). Applying Lemma 2.5 
to our group D, we find that the two groups D/(-W,,) and D/(7& are not 
isomorphic. Let C,, = D/(TT,) and C, = D/(7,,). Then T N C,, or T CI C, , 
and the lemma is proved. 
3. THE GROUPS Co AND Cl 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we let C,, = D/(TT,,) and C, = 
D/(7,). Hence, C,, is the centralizer of a central involution in Suzuki’s group. 
In this section, we determine some properties of the groups C,, and C, . For 
this purpose, let C denote a group isomorphic to C, or C, . We know that C 
is in both cases a faithful extension of an extra-special group of order 2’ by 
the group PS,(4, 3). Let Z(C) = (z). We first prove the following result 
about C. 
LEMMA 3.1. The 54 noncentral involutions in Oz(C) lie in a single conjugacy 
class in C and if u is one of them, then Co,(c)(u) = (u) x L, whereL N D, * Q8 
ad G(Wo2~cd4 = El6 . A, . The 72 elements of order 4 in O,(C) lie in a 
single conjugacy class in C and if v is one of them, then Co,(,-)(v) = (v) * K, 
where K N Q8 * Q8 and C,(v)/Coa~~~(v) N S, . 
Proof. Assume that there is a noncentral involution u of E such that 
9 1 j Cc(u)1 and let X be a &-subgroup of Cc(u). The group O,(C) is the 
central product of two extra-special groups [O,(C), X] and Co&x). Since X 
acts faithfully on [O,(C), x] and 1 X 1 3 9, we have [O,(C), X] N Qs * Qs , 
and so Co,(&X) is quaternion, a contradiction. Hence, all 54 noncentral 
involutions of O,(C) are conjugate in C and so Cc(u)/Co~~c~(u) is an extension 
of an elementary group of order 16 by A, , where u is a noncentral involution 
in OZ(C). Also, Co,(,-)(u) = (u) x L, where L II D, c Qs . Now, let v be an 
element of order 4 in O,(C) and Y a Se-subgroup of C,(v). Assume that 
] Y j > 27. The group O,(C) is th e central product of the extra-special groups 
[O,(C), Y] and C+-)(Y). Since Y acts faithfully on [O,(C), Y], the width of 
[O,(C), Y] > 3, a contradiction, Hence, every conjugate class in C of 
elements of order 4 of O,(C) has order divisible by 18. Since O,(C) has 
precisely 72 elements of order 4, every element of order 4 in O,(C) is cen- 
tralized by an element of order 5. Let Q be a &-subgroup of C. Then, 
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G(C)= Ps(C>~QI * G,dQ),where DdChQl =D~,*Qsandso C,J&Q>= 
D, . But Co,(&Q) has only two elements of order 4 that are conjugate to 
each other in Coz(,-)(Q). Thus, C has precisely one conjugacy class of elements 
of order 4 in O,(C) and the lemma follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If x is an involution in C - O,(C) such that O,(C)x lies 
in the center of a &-subgroup of C/O,(C), we say that x is “an involution of 
the first kind.” If y is an involution in C - O,(C) such that O,(C) y does not 
lie in the center of any &-subgroup of C/O,(C), we say thaty is “an involution 
of the second kind.” 
LEMMA 3.2. Let v be an element of order 4 in O,(C). Then, (C&v)) > 
((v) n O,(C) and so / C,(v) : C,(v)’ 1 = 2 and (C,(v))‘/C(v) n O,(C) is 
isomorphic to A, . There is precisely one conjugate class of involutions in (C&v))’ 
that is contained in (Cc(v))’ - O,(C). These involutions are all of the second hind 
and if x is one of them, then C(X) n C(v) A O,(C) = (v) x (t), where t is a 
noncentral involution in O,(C). Also, x inverts an S,-subgroup of C,(v) and x 
acts invertingly on an S,-subgroup of C,(v). The coset Co,(e)(~‘)~ contains 
exactly 8 involutions and they are all conjugate under C(v) n O,(C). 
Proof. Consider the group Cc(v), where v is an element of order 4 in O,(C). 
Let P be a &-subgroup of Cc(v). Since P centralizes O,(C)/O,(C) n C(v), 
it follows that P must act faithfully on C(v) n O,(C). Hence, C(v) n O,(C) = 
(v)*[C(v) n O,(C), P] with [C(v) n O,(C), P] N Q8 x Q. . Let Q be an 
&-subgroup of Cc(v). Then, V(v) n O,(C) = (v) * [C(v) n O,(C), Q], with 
[C(v) n O,(C), Q] _N D, * Qs . Thus, (Cc(v))’ 2 C(v) n O,(C) and 
(Cc( V))‘/C(v) n O,(C) is isomorphic to A, . Suppose that there are no 
involutions in (Cc(v))’ - O,(C). Let S, be a &-subgroup of N(P) n (Cc(v))’ 
so that S, n O,(C) = (v) and S,/( v is cyclic. Since S, is abelian, S, is ) 
cyclic of order 16. Let S be a &-subgroup of N(P) n C,(v) containing S, . 
Note that S/(v) ‘v D, and so S is a nonabelian group of order 32 that has a 
cyclic subgroup S, of index 2. Let S, = (si) and s E S - S, . Then, 
s-lsrs = s;l, SC’s, or six. In the first two cases, s inverts v, which is not the 
case. In the last case, s centralizes Sr/<v), which contradicts the fact that 
S/(v) N D, . Hence, there are involutions in (Cc(v))’ - O,(C). Let xi be 
one of them that lies in A = (N(Q) n (C,(v))‘). Copes). By a result of 
Suzuki, xi is conjugate in A to an involution x that inverts Q. Hence, every 
involution in (Cc(v))’ - O,(C) is conjugate in (Cc(v))’ to x or XZ. Let Pi 
be a subgroup of order 3 in P that acts f-p-f on [C(v) n O,(C), P]/(z). By 
Suzuki, we may assume that x inverts PI . But the group N(P,) n (Cc(v))’ = 
(v) P(x> and since (v)P = (v) x P is 3-closed, x also normalizes P and so 
x acts invertingly on P. This implies that x induces outer automorphisms on 
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the unique quaternion subgroups Qr and Qa of [C(V) A O,(C), P] and so 
&r(x) N Q&x) is semidihedral of order 16. Since x inverts Q, we have the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. The group C has precisely one conjugate class of involutions of 
the second kind. Let x be one of them. Then, we have the following two possibih’ties: 
(i) If C N C, , then C(x) n O,(C) N 2, x D, . Further, Oz(C)x has 
exactly 24 involutions and 1 C&x)( = 29. 
(ii) If C N Cl , then C(x) n O,(C) N 2, x Q8. Further, O,(C)x has 
exactly 8 involution-s and 1 C,(x)1 = 2Q . 3. . 
Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 3.2. The involution x of the 
second kind induces outer automorphisms on the two unique quaternion 
groups Q, and Q2 contained in [O,(C), P] = [C(v) n O,(C), P]. Also, x 
normalizes C(P) n O,(C,) 2 (o}, where C(P) n O,(C) rv Q8. We have, if 
Qi = (ai , 6,), i = I,2 that aiE = a;’ and bi” = ai& . Thus, C(x) n Q1Q2 = 
(z, alaz). I f  x centralizes C(P) n O,(C), then we have C(X) n O,(C) N 
Z, x QB and in this case, 1 C,(X)] = 2g . 3. Let C(P) n O,(C) = (v, w) N QB . 
The other case is WV = w-r. Then, C(X) n O,(C) = (alaz> x (v, azw) N 
2, x D, . It is then easy to calculate that O,(C)x has exactly 24 involutions 
and j C,(x)I = 2g. Now, if C N C,, , the centralizer of a central involution in 
Suzuki’s group, then by [6, Lemma 2.31, we must have the second case, 
namely C(x) n O,(C) = (ala& x ( U, azw) and part (i) of the lemma is 
proved. 
We again consider the group M E .O and take m and ~a as in Lemma 2.4. 
We can then choose notation so that C,((m, T&) = (m) x D, where the 
four-group Z(D) = (T, ~a> with O,(D)’ = (T). Then, C,, = D/(77,,) and 
C, = D/(7,). Further, C, is isomorphic to the centralizer of a central 
involution of Sz. We also know that if x is an involution of the second kind 
in C,, , then there exists an element x” in D such that f2 = v,, and (TT,,)P = x. 
We adopt the notation that if c E C, , then c” will denote an element of D such 
that (TT,,)? = c. Assuming that C N C, , we have proved that if x is an 
involution of the second kind in C,, , then C(x) n O,(C,) = (alas) x (v,Zaw)N 
2, x D, . Since O,(D)’ = (7) and a, , a2, v  and w are elements of order 4 
in O,(C,,) = o,(D)/(~r,), it follows that ii,2 = ii22 = G2 =@ =T, <a, 22) N Qs , 
El 3 Lzz] = [c?i , (a, $1 = [za , (5, G)] = 1. Further, 9 = ~7,, , and if C 
is any involution in C(X) n O,(C,,), then [3i;, c”] = 1. It follows that Co(g) > 
(ri,r?,> x (6, G&> _N 2, x DB . Since wz = w-l, it follows that %-leZ~ = 
d-l. Now, consider the element 5% Then, we have (&Y)2 = (TT& = T,, and 
C(9) n O,(D) = (dra”,) x (5, 6) = 2, x Qs . Hence, if we consider the 
group C, = D/(7,,), then the involution y  = (T&% in C, - O,(C,) is of the 
481/39/I-x0 
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second kind and we have C(y) n O,(C,) ‘v Z, x Q, and hence, part (ii) of 
the lemma is proved. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Throughout this section we assume the hypothesis of Theorem A; namely 
G will denote a finite group with an involution z such that C = C,(z) N C, . 
Let E = O,(C), then Z(E) = Z(C) = (z}. From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we 
have shown that all noncentral involutions in E are conjugate in C and that 
there is precisely one conjugacy class of involutions of the second kind in 
C - E and if x is one of them, then j C’,(.x)l = 2g . 3 and C,(x) !z 2, x Qs . 
We now examine in detail the structure of the group C II C, . 
LEMMA 4.1. Let W be the center of a S,-subgroup of C. Then Nc( W) = 
C,(W) = (z) x F, wereF=VU, VnU=I, VqFandVisanon- h 
abeliangvoup of order 27 and exponent 3. Further, C,(V) = Wand U ‘v SL(2,3). 
Let U=QR~~~~QQU,Q~R=I,QYQ~~~~REZ,. Wemay 
choose Rsuch that W = (q) andR = (u2), wherea, mC u2 . Then, CE(uIuJ N 
Q,, * Q8 , CE(qoil) = Q8 and every element of order 3 in V - W is conjugate 
in C to 0~0;~. The elements q , a2 are nonreal, uI~2 and u~o;~ are both real. 
The elements u1 , u;l, uluz and qua’ are the representations of all conjugate 
classes of order 3 in C. 
Proof. From the structure of the group PS,(4, 3), we can find a subgroup 
V in C of order 27 and exponent 3. We have C,(V) = (z) and so C,(V) = 
(z) x Z(V). Also, N,(V) = N&Z(V)) = C,(Z(V)) and Nc( V)/V(z> N 
SL(2, 3). Since the Schur multiplicator of SL(2, 3) is trivial, it follows that 
N,(V) = (z) x F, where F is isomorphic to the normalizer in PS,(4,3) of 
the center of a &-subgroup of PS,(4,3). Put F = VU, where U _N SL(2,3). 
Also O,(F) = V, O,(F) = 1, U = QR with Q LZI Qs , and R N Z, . Further, 
VR = J%! is a &-subgroup of C. Let W = Z(A) = Z(V). Then, NJ W) = 
C,(W) = <z) x F. Since W acts f-p-f on E/(Z), there is an element 
q E I/ - W such that C,(vJ 3 (z). Then, / C,(v,)I = 23 or 25. Note that 
all elements in V - W lie in a single conjugacy class in the group VQ, Hence, 
if [ C,(v,)[ = 25, then there is an element va E V - Z(V) such that V = 
(Vl, 2 v  ) and 1 Ca(a,)l = 25. Then, / C,( V)i 3 23, a contradiction. Hence, 
C,(v,) N Qs . We now look at the action of the group VU on E. From the 
structure of PS,(4, 3) [4, Lemma 81, we may set W -= (a,), R = (a,), and 
assume that ur wC ua . Further, the group WR = (aI , ua> contains the 
representatives of all four conjugate classes of elements of order 3 in C. From 
the structure of Cc(u), u a noncentral involution in E, and the structure of 
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PS,(4,3) [4, Lemma 21, we know that u1u2 centralizes an involution in 
E - (z). Hence, CE(ulaz) N Qs * Qs and CE(ul$) N Qs and in particular, 
all elements in V - Ware conjugate in C to ulul;l. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. Using the notation of Lemma 4.1, let (t) = Z(Q). Then, C has 
precisely two conjugacy classes of involutions of the Jirst kind with t and tz as 
the representatives. The group Cc(t) is a direct product of a four-group and a 
quaternion group and ( C,-(t)1 = (C,(tz)I = 211 * 32 and WR is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of C,(t). Also, C(Q) n CE(t) = C(U,U,) n C& fl Es and Cc(t) 
is the centralproduct of C(U,U,) n Cc(t) and the quaterniongroup [CE(t), (u1u2)]. 
The group [E, (u1u2)] = [Cc(t), (u1u2)] = CE(uIu;l) and the involution t 
interchanges the two quaternion groups in C e u102). Further, (z) splits in N,(M), ( 
where M is elementary abelian of order 27 contained in C and N,(M) = 
(z) x (MT), with T N S, , t E T and all involutions in O,(T) are of the 
second kind. 
Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 4.1. Let Z(Q) = (t). Since 
WR C Cc(t), the involution t must be of the first kind. Now, consider the 
action of the group Q x Won E. The group W must act faithfully on C,(Q) 
and also, W acts f-p-f on C,(Q)/(z). Hence, 1 C,(Q)] = 23 or 25. Assume that 
1 C,(Q)] = 2,. Let x E V - W, then, (Q,p) = VQ and j C,(VQ)\ 3 23, a 
contradiction. Hence, 1 CE(Q)2)) = 23 and since both W and R acts f-p-f on 
G(Q)/W, the grow G(Q) = Es or C,(Q) c1 Qs . Assume that C,(Q) N Qs 
Then, C,(Q) is centralized by Q( ulusE), where E = +l, and Q(u;uzE> c1 
SL(2,3). But by Lemma 3.2, C,(v)‘/C,(v) N A,, where v  is an element of 
order 4 in C,(Q). But the alternating group A, does not contain a subgroup 
isomorphic to SL(2,3). Hence, C,(Q) N EB , and C,(Q) is a maximal 
elementary abelian subgroup of E. Now, let L = Cc(t). Since L is acted 
upon faithfully by W x R and also, W acts f-p-f on L/(z), it follows that 
1 L / = j CE(t)l = 25. From Lemma 4.1, we have 1 CL(u1u2)l = 23. Since the 
elements u1 , u2 and alo; ’ all act faithfully on C,(Q) = N, it follows that 
CJuluJ = C,(Q) N E8 . Hence, there exists a (u,u,)-invariant subgroup M 
of L such that M . N = L and M n N = (2). Since W acts faithfully on 
M/(x), we have M=E, or MIIQ,. I f  M!zEg, then M=(x) x 
L <v2>lt where L <v2)l is a four-group and normalized by WR. Since R, 
W, and (u1u2) act faithfully on [L, (opt)], it follows that ulu;l centralizes 
[L, (u1u2)], a contradiction. Thus, M N Qs and M = [L, (a,~~)]. It also 
follows that L = C,(t) is the central product of M and N. Also, M = 
[E, (u1u2)]. We have E = M * CE(up2) and t normalizes CE(u1u2). Let A,, 
A, be the two unique quaternion groups in CE(u,u2). Since C(t) n CE(ulu,) N 
E, , we have AIt = A, and [M, t] = 1. This determines the action of t on E. 
A simple calculation shows that the coset Et has precisely eight involutions. 
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Hence, 1 C,-(t)/ = 21° . 32 or 1 Cc(t)1 = 2i1 . 3a. Now, let B be the unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 27 in the group VR. Then, from the 
structure of PS,(4, 3) [4, p. 8881, it follows that N,(B)/(z) is isomorphic to 
a split extension of an elementary abelian group of order 27 by the symmetric 
group S, on four letters. Also, N,(B) > VR(t, r). 
We first assume that (z} does not split in N,(B). Hence, N,(B) = BS, 
where S -N GL(2, 3) with t E S and S n E = (a). Let s be an element of 
order 4 in O,(S). Th en, by the structure of PS,(4,3), the involutions in Es 
are all of the second kind and we also have C(s) 17 B = Bl , where Bl is a 
conjugate of (uiua) in C. Since [E, B,] N Qs it follows that s centralizes 
[E, B,]. Let [E, B,] = (nr , us), where u12 = n22 = (4~~)~ = z. Then, ski 
is an involution of the second kind and since C N C, , we have by Lemma 3.3 
that CE(svl) N 2, x Qs . Now, E = [E, B,] * CE(B1), where C,(B,) = 
Q1 * Qa and Q1 CI’ Q2 N Qs . Since C,(B,) is normalized by s, we have either 
Qls = Qe or Qis = Q1 and Qzs = Qa . If Q18 = Q2, then Cs(sv,) is abelian, 
a contradiction. Hence, Qrs = Qi and Qss = Q2 . Let Q E Q1 * Q2 such that 
q2 = z and qs = q-l. Then, C,(sv,) > (z+ , v2q) N D, , a contradiction. 
Hence, there are elements qi eQi i = 1, 2 such that qis = pi . But, in this 
case C,(sv,) > (vl , ql , q2) and this also contradicts the structure of C,(sv,) N 
22 x Qs . 
Hence, we have shown that (.a) splits in N,(B). In this case, N,-(B) = 
(z) x (BT), where T n E = 1, T N S, and we may assume that t E T. 
Also, all involutions in O,(T) are of the second kind. Since VR C BT, we 
have C(t) n BT = (t, ,8)(al, u2), where @ is an involution in O,(T), since fl 
normalizes (ui , u2), it follows from Lemma 4.1, that (ai>s = (u2> and hence, 
that C(t) n BT is not 2-closed. This implies that C,-(t) is not 2-closed and so 
j C&t)] = 211 . 32. Hence, C has precisely 2 conjugacy classes of involutions 
of the first kind with representatives t and tz and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. The group C has precisely jive conjugacy classes of involutions 
with the representatives z, u E E - (z), x (of the second kind), t and tz (of the 
first kind). 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let N = 02(C,-(t)) and El = C,(t) n C(uluz). Then, ] NJ = 
21° and Z(N) = Q,(N) = (t) x El N El, . Also, there is an involution 1 
of the$rst kind in Cc(t) such that ox2 = cr2 and It is an involution of the second 
kind. We have C,(Z(N)) = N(u,u,) and N,(Z(N))/C,(Z(N)) _N S, . 
Further, N,(Z(N)) has the following classes of involutions that are contained in 
Z(N)+ : (z), six conjugates contained in El - (z), four conjugates of t and four 
conjugates of tz. 
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Proof. From Lemma 4.2, we have 1 Cz(t)l = 26 and CC(t)/Cz(t) has 
order 26 . 32 and is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in PS,(4,3). 
Hence, if N = O,(C,(t)), then 1 N 1 = 21° and NICE(t) is the central product 
of two quaternion groups. From Lemma 4.2, the group W x R is a Sa- 
subgroup of Co(t), where W = (ui), R = (us) and u1 -c-(t) us , and Cz(2) 
is the direct product of a four-group and a quaternion group. Both Wand R 
actf-p-fonCz(t)/( > d f z an so rom the structure of PS,(4,3), we have C,(W) = 
(z) x Qi , Q1 N Qs , Z(Qi) = (t) and QIR N SL(2,3). Also, there is an 
element I of 2-power order in Cc(t) - N . WR such that ai2 = ua . Hence, 
G&J = (4 x Q2, where Qz = Q iz. From Lemma 4.2, C(QJ n CE(t) = 
C(U,~,) n C=(t) = Z(C,(t) N EB and hence, is (I)-admissible. Thus, 
C(Qd n G(t) = Z(W)). S ince (Q1 , Qa) covers N/C,(t), it follows that 
Z(N) = (t) x El, where El = C(ala2) n CE(t) = Z(CE(t)). Hence, Z(N) N 
El, . Now, let y be any involution in N - Z(N), then y E N - E and by 
Lemma 4.2, y is an involution of the second kind, but this contradicts 
Lemma 3.3. Hence, S2,(N) = Z(N). Now ulz = us and so (I, t, z) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N((u i , us}) n Co(t) and hence, Z2 E (z). From the 
structure of N,(M), see Lemma 4.2, we can choose I to be an involution of 
the first kind so that It is an involution of the second kind. Hence, we have 
C&Z(N)) = N(u,u,). Also, N&(N)) = Cc(t) . N&(N)) and N&Z(N)) = 
E so that Nc(Z(N))/C,(Z(N)) N S, . Th e rest of Lemma 4.4 follows easily. 
LEMMA 4.5. Neither t nor tx is conjugate in G to an involution in E. 
Proof. Let T* = N. (I). Then, T* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(t) = 
C&t@, and every element in Z(N) centralizes a subgroup of index < 2 of T*. 
Now, let OL E Aut(T*) such that (Z(N))” # Z(N). Then, (Z(N))D1 _C N and let 
Y E (Z(N))” - N. From the structure of T*/Ce(t), it follows that 
1 N: CN(y)\ 3 4, a contradiction. Hence, Z(N) char T* and N = C(.Z(N)) n T* 
is also characteristic in T*. Now, assume that t or tz is conjugate to an 
involution in E. Then it follows that N,(T*) c C. Since Z(N) char T*, 
we have N&?(N)) C C, and so No(Z(N)) f uses z with some other conjugate 
classes in Nc(Z(N)) that lie in Z(N)+. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, 
n = 1 N,(Z(N)) : Nc(Z(N))J = 5,7,9, 11, or 15. 
Since N,(.Z(N))/C,(Z(N)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4,2) and 
N,(Z(N))/C,(Z(N)) N S, , we have n = 5,7, or 15. If n = 5 or 15, let Q 
be a &,-subgroup of No(Z(N)). Then, Q normalizes N = O,(C,(Z(N)) and 
since Q cannot act f-p-f on N/Z(N), it follows that C,(Q) # 1 and 
C,,,(Q) n Z(N) = 1. Hence, there are involutions in N - Z(N), a contra- 
diction. If n = 7, then El Q No(Z(N)). Let R be a S,-subgroup of Nc(Z(N)). 
Then, R fuses all 7 involutions in El and so x wG u. Also, R centralizes an 
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involution w in Z(N) - E, and fiuses another 7 involutions in Z(N) - E2 . 
Hence, w wG t mG tz. Since t or t.z is conjugate to an involution in E and 
z N u, we have w wG .z. But 7 1 j Cc(w)l, a contradiction and hence, the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.6. The invoZution x is not conjugate in G to an involution in E. 
Proof. Suppose false. We have from Lemma 3.3 that E,, = C,(x) = 
(u) x Q*, where Q* =Qa. Let K = O,(Cc(x)), then, from the structure 
of the centralizer of a noncentral involution in PS,(4, 3), we have K/E,, N 
E,, and C,(x)/K sr? SL(2,2). Let R* be a &-subgroup of Cc(x). We may 
assume that [E,, , R*] = Q* and from Lemma 4.4, R* wC (u1u2). Let T,, 
be a Sa-subgroup of Cc(x) so that 1 T,, : K 1 = 2 and Cc(x)/K _N SL(2,2). 
We have R* centralizing (u, x) and (u, z) 4 C,(x). First, suppose that 
J2,(Z(T,,)) C (x, z, u). Then, there is an element t’ E sZ,(.Z(T,J) - (xl , z, u) 
such that t’ is an involution of the first kind. From Lemma 4.4, this implies 
that Cc(t) contains an &,-subgroup of the centralizer in C of an involution 
x’ E N(E) - N of the second kind. Hence, 1 CN(x’)/ = 2*. Now, x’ inverts an 
element u in Cc(t) of order 3 and it follows that [ CN((u))j > 26. From 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, it follows that 1 C(u) n CE(t)I < 23, hence, from the 
structure of CC(t)/CE(t), we have / C(u) n C,(t)1 = 23. Hence, (u) must be 
conjugate in Cc(t) to the group ( uiu& or (u,u;r’). But both the groups 
C,,,((u1u2)) and C,((U,U~~)) have orders < 26, a contradiction. Hence, we 
have proved that ~~(Z(T,)) _C (z, u, x). From the structure of Cc(t), (see 
Lemma 4.4 taking x = It) and the fact that 1 C,/E,,(R*)I = 4, we have 
C,(R*) = (u, z, x, t’), where t’ is an involution of the first kind, and xt’ is 
of the second kind. Since t’ centralizes R* and Q* = [E,, , R*], we have t’ 
centralizing E, = (u) x Q*. From the structure of N,(M), (see Lemma 4.2), 
there is an involution x’ in C,(x) that inverts R*, x’ E TO - K, and [x’, t’] = 1. 
Hence, all involutions in TO - K are of the second kind. Now, E, contains 
precisely 12 elements of order 4 and so if v is an element of order 4 in EO , then 
1 C,(x) : C(v) n C,(x)/ ,( 12. Let TO * be a &-subgroup of Cc(x) that 
contains E,, . C(V) n Cc(x). Then, I T,,* : C,,(v)I < 4. Let U be a 2-subgroup 
of Cc(x) that contains T,,* as a subgroup of index 2. Let 01 E U - TO*. If 
zU E Q,(Z(T,,*)) - E, , then, since (v*)~ = za, we see that v@ E T,,* - K. 
Now, (v”)” E Q!,(Z)T,*)) and so by the structure of T,*/E,, , we have 
I T,*/E,: C,,J,JV)I = 4. Since Cc(x)/K acts faithfully on E,, , v” does not 
centralize EO , we have j TO* : C, O*(vm)/ 2 8, a contradiction. Hence, we have 
proved that if /I E Nc(T,,*), then za E EO . Also, we know that Q,(Z(T,,*)) C 
(z, X, u) and hence, sZ,(Z(T,,*)) = (z, x, u). We also have za E (u, z) - (z), 
which implies that all involutions in E lie in a single conjugacy class in G and 
so, in particular, x is conjugate to x in G. Hence, C,(x) ru Co(z). Now, 
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C(Z) n C,(X) = C,(X) and hence, by Lemmas 3.1,4.3, and 4.4 the involution 
z is of the second kind in C,(X). Let g E G such that zg = X. Then, z E EQ 
and since x EQ* CI Qs , we have Q* n Eg = 1. Let H = C,(X) and a = 
C,(x)/Eg N PS,(4,3). W e use the bar convention. Then, x = Egz is an 
involution. not contained in the center of any &-subgroup of ff. Hence, 
from the structure of PS,(4,3), the group CR(f) N El6 . Ss . But the group 
Q N Q8 is contained in CR(i), a contradiction. With this, the lemma is * 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.7. The involution z is not conjugate to the involution u E E - (x). 
Proof. Suppose false. We have C,(u) = (u) x L, where L N D, c Q8 
and so the group CE(u) is generated by involutions. Let T be a S,-subgroup 
of C,(u) and T* a 2-subgroup of Cc(u) that contains T as a subgroup of 
index 2. Let I E T* - T. Then, from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we see that 1 
normalizes C,(u) and so I centralizes (C,(u))’ = (z), a contradiction and the 
lemma is proved. 
With Lemmas 4.5-4.7, we see that z is not conjugate in G to any involution 
in C,(z) - (z). Hence, by the Z*-theorem of Glauberman [l], we have 
x E Z*(G). Thus, G = O(G) . C,(x) and Theorem A is proved. 
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